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Abstract 
We give a characterization of ox-dimensional, definably connected groups definable in any 
o-minimal structure which conta:ns the semialgebraic sets and is defined over a real closed 
field. 
0. Introduction and the Main Theorem 
Assume that R is an ordered field and we have an o-minimal structure on R such 
that addition and multiplication are definable. (Hence R is a real closed field, and 
semialgebraic sets are definable, see [4, Theorem 2.31; examples of such structures are 
semialgebraic and finitely subanalytic sets, see [l] .) 
We give a characterization of one-dimensional definable groups, i.e., groups 
on a one-dimensional definable set, such that the group operation is definable. 
(In the case of real semialgebraic groups the complete classification was done by 
Madden and Stanton in [2], see also [3]; for the case of general definable groups see 
cw 
Put S’ = ((x,~)E R21x2 + y2 = 1;. 
Main Theorem Let G be a one-dimensional group with no proper one-dimensional 
subgroups. Then G is dejkably isomorphic to an abelian group G’ on (0,l) or S’ with 
continuous group operation. There is no dejinable group with dimension 1 and Euler 
characteristic 1. 
Moreover, fR = IR then there is a group homomorphism (not necessarily dejnable) 
4:(IR, + j-~ G’, such that ifG’ = (0,l) then C$ is a homeomorphism and if G’ = S’ the8 
4 is a cov~riq. 
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1. Proof of the Main Theorem 
Let G be a one-dimensional definable group with no proper one-dimensional 
subgroups. 
Suppose E(G) # 0. By 16, Remark 2. i and Proposition 6. l], there is g E G of infinite 
order. Then, by [6, Lemma 4.21, (g) is abelian. But G has no nontrivial one- 
dimensional definable subgroups, so G is, abelian. By [6, Proposition 4.41, 
E(G) = _t 1. 
If E(G) = G then G is a G-group, so G is abelian, by [6, Lemma 5.61. 
Since every definable set of dimension I and Euler characteristic - 1, (;, or I is 
definably bijective with (0, i), [0, l), or [G, I].. we may assume G is one of those sets. 
For X,~E G put 
) 
L(x,~)= hm x+y=borJi$.+x+y=b , 
i”GZ- 1 
.Z=Z(G)= {aEGldimB,= 11. 
Set Z is definable and zero-dimensional, since by the Cell Decomposition theorem the 
addition is continuous outside a one-dimensional set. Thus Z is finite. 
We will finish the proof by a sequence of lemmas. 
Lemma 1. lfx+a#b~L.(x,a)thena~Zorb~Z. 
Proof. Let, for example, lim,,,- x + y = b-. 
Suppose .Y’ E G and hm,,,+ x’ -I- y = x’ + a. Then 
x’ + a = lim (x’ - x) + x + y = zl~rn_ (x’ - x) + z # x’ - x -I- b. 
J-‘Llf 
Claim. 
cy; if E(G) = 0, 
2 
else? 
or lim x’ + y = a+ t/x’ E G. (Of c-urse the claim is also valid for the other three 
fdP+ 
combinations of signs: (a+,~-), (a-,~*), (a-,c-).) 
Proof: Suppose lim x’ + y = c’, 
y-a,+ 
Jiy+ x” + y = c l . Then 
C’ = )‘+ 6 - x7 + x” + y = py+ (x’ - xU) + z. 
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It suffices to show that 
H= a h+u+y=c’ 
ii 
is a definable subgroup, because then if dim H = 0 we have the first part of the claim, 
andifdimH= 1 then H=Gand 
iim x’ -i y = C+ = 
y-c+ 
,“rr+ x’ + y, 
so a = c, because x’ + _ is a definable bijection. 
H is obviously definable and H is a group because 
gEH =t. CT+= )@+ - 9 + 9 + y= Jim+ -g + y j -gEH. 
Returning to the proof of Lemma I: if hm,,,, x’ + y = a’ Vx’ E C then 
I?, = (x’ E G[ x‘ + a # a\l, and so a E 2. In other case, by the Claim, 
# {x’ E G 1 hm,,,, x’+y$G]< cc.Supposea$Z,so # B,c cc.Then 
V ! x6 E G lim x’ + y = x’ + a = )i$r_ (x’ - x) + z # x’ - x + b, 
i’+ll+ 
where V ! means for all but finitely many. Hence V! x’ E G x’ - x E Bb i.e. b E Z. 3 
Lemma2 Z’aEZthen #{x~GIIim,+,x+y=x+a)< r,. 
Proof. By the claim in the proof of Lemma 1, we have 
# x’ E G lim x’ + y E Z u (jG) 
1 I 
< rt 
)?-+a+ I 
or lim,,,+ x’ + y = a+ V x’ E G. 
In the second case (x E G / lim,,, x + y = x + u} E (e). 
if the first case is valid for ai and a-, then 
3bEG\Z 3xeG lim x + y = b # x + a, 
).+a+ 
or the similar property is true for a-. Since b $ Z: #B,, < r; . As in the proof of 
Lemma 1, if lim ) _+ x’ -t- y = x’ + a then x’ - x E B. Therefore 
lim x’+y=x’+a < x. c? 
>-a+ 
LPmma 3. Let q2 :G 4 G be a definable hijection, continuous on G\Z avid suc!~ that 
q(Z) = Z. Dejne addition * in G hi 
Let G, = (G, *). Then Z(G,) E Z(G). 
Proof. Let Cont( f), Disc(f) denote the sets of continuity and discontinuity of points 
A respectively, and let u B Z. Then 
B= fxju$Cont(.u+_)orZQDisc(.u+_)nDisc(-.u+_)j 
is a finite set. If s I# B then 
= lim q(.t- + z) = f hm, q(t) 
z+u 
(we have lim,,,,, - x + t = lim,,, - x i- (s + z) = fim,,, z = u = - .Y + x +- U, 
and so x + u E Cont( - _Y + _). Since Disc(q) G Z E Disc( - x i- _), _x + u E 
ContW) 
= cp(s t u) = q?(x)*-(u). 
So if s $ B then q(u) E Cont(q(xj * j, hence cp(uj $ Z(G). E 
Lemma4 ZfaEZ,.uEGandlim,,,+.u+y=.u+b-4ZtheithEZ. 
(Of course the lewuna is true for the other three cofnhinatioi:s qf signs.) 
Proof. Suppose b +! Z. We have 
V!tcG x+bECont(t-x++) and bECont(t+_). 
For such r, 
lim - 
y’tfhr 
t+y= lim -t+(t+r;)=a+, 
y-+11+ 
lim 
y-.r+fJ* 
-_tf_r= hm -t+(t+J’)=h’. 
y-h I 
Hence a = h, which contradicts a E Z 0 
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Lemma 5. Let i7,CEZU(O,l] and (h,c) n Z = 8. Suppose limY++ x -k 4 
= Iim ,,,_.u+y=x+a$Z. 
7IreIz G = (h , c)u (u). 
Pwof. Put 
S=(t~GIt+a$Z,s+a~Cont(t-_x+_)nCont(-t 
Z E Disc(t + _) n Disc( - t + -1). 
We have #G\S < a and if t ES then 
!im t + y = lim (t - x) + x 4- y = !im (t - Y) f z = t - 
v-b+ y+b+ z-xf~ 
Similarly lim,,,_ t + y = t + a. 
- 
- 
x + -j, 
x -!- Y -b 2 = t + a. 
The set T = (t E S 1 t + a E (h,c)) is definable and dim T = 1. Fix t E T and assume 
lim Y-h+ t + y = t + (I+, lim,,,_ t + y = t + a- (the other case is similar). Put 
x=min-(zEDisc(t+_)Iz>b~. 
P=max{z~Disc(r+-)iz<c). 
Since r + _ is not constant in (h, c), x,/I E (h, c), and so sr,fi 4 Z. 
Claim. lim )‘+I_ t + y = c-, hm,,B+ t + y = h+. 
Proof: We have lim,,,_ t + y I c, because t + _ is continuous and increasing on 
(b, x) and if for some d E (b, x), !im,,d t + y = t + d = c then 
iim - r + y = lim - t + (t + y) = d = - t + c 
y4c y+rl 
which contradicts Z E Disc( - t + -). 
Suppose lim,,,- t+y=d<c.Thend$Zanda$Z,so,byLemmal,d=t+sr. 
Since t + _ is not continuous at r, lim,,,,, t+y=z* #t+x. By Lemma 1, 
ZEZU(\G). 
If z E Z then lim,,_,+ - r + y = lim,,,. -t+t+y=r= -t+d$Z, and 
d 4 Z, which contradicts Lemma 4. 
IfzE{O,lf\G, sayz=O$G, then lim,++ --tfy=lim,+,+ -t+t++=xx+. 
Since x$Z, V!UEG 
hm ~+y=~e~+ 
y-o+ 
t:rn (U + t) + ( - t + y) = lim u + t + y = 24 + t + 2. 
y-n+ 
Butt+r=d~Z,ands~V!u~Glim,+~ 11-t- y = u + d = u + t + x. Thus 
V!UEG lim:!+y=rr+d=Yh~+u+~, 
y-2. 
which contradicts injectivity of u + - . 
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Therefore lim,,,- t + _v = C- and lim,,,, t + y = b+, by a similar argument. The 
claim is proved. 
By the claim lim,_.,_ - t + y = a!-, lim,,++ - t + Y = pi. But t E S, and SO 
x+aECont(-t--x+ -),hence 
iim --r’+jj= liq i - i - A) + x -+ y = ---I--x+x+CL= --I+a. 
y+b+ >,+b -- 
Similarly lim,,,_ - t + J’ = - t + a, and so z = fi = - t + a. 
Put V = (b, c) u (a>, and let t E T. Then 
t + u = t + [(b,c)\( - t + uf u { - t + a)u (a>] 
= (b,c)\{t t u; u (a> iJ (t + u> = v. 
The definable set H = (g E G ) g + V = V} is a subgroup: 
ifg,hEHtheng+lz+V==g+V=V,sog+hEH, 
ifgEHthenV=e+t;= -g+g+V= -g+V,so --gelI. 
SinceTcH,H=G.Ify~G,theng~(g-u)+V=V,soG=V=(b,c)u~a}. q 
Lemma 6. G is de$nably isomorphic to a de$nable group G’ such that G = G’ as sets and 
Z(G’) = 8. 
Proof. Suppose Z # t,k The following three cases are possible: 
(I) (0, l} = Z u (\G), 
(II) (! E G\Z, 1 E Z CJ (\ G) (or symmetric), 
(III) (0, l> c G\Z. 
In all three cases we will find a definable bijection q : G + G such that cp is continuous 
on G\Z, q(Z) = Z, and #Z(G,& < #Z(G). 
Chose x E G such that Z s Disc(x + _) n Disc( - x + -), and (x + Z) n 
(Z u (0, 1 }) = 8 and V a E Z lim,,, + x -t y $ Z u (0, l}. (We may assume the latter by 
the claim in the proof of Lemma 1.) 
Case I: (0, l} c Z u (\G). Let Z’ = Z u (0, l}. Choose a E Z. Assume that there are 
b,c E [0, l] such that lim,,_b+ x + y = x + a- and lim,,,- x -k y = x + a+. (The 
three other cases are similar.) By Lemma 1, b,c E Z’. 
Subcase Ia: a E (0,l). Define 
o! = max{z E z’ 1 z c a}, fi=min{zEZ’lz >a>, 
b’ = min(zEZ’Iz > b}, c’=max{zEZ’Iz<c). 
By Lemma 5, (b, b’) and (c’,c) are different intervals, and hence we can write 
a semilinear mapping from G to G which maps (b, b’) onto (a, a) and (c’, c) onto (a, p) in 
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, 
the following way: 
/a + ( p - Q)(C - xj/(c - c’) for x E (c’,c), 
I 
c1 + ;a - cc) (b’ - x)/(b’ - b) for x E (b, h’), 
.^ I_.\ ! - , p' L. 
v_'[Aj- _ 
I 
, (c - c’j (p - x)/( /3 - a) for x E (a, p), 
b -t- (b’ - b) (a - ~)/(a - x) for x E (cz, LI), 
X otherwise. 
(There are mom cases possible, for some of the intervals (~,a),@,/?) may be equal to 
some of the intervals (b,b’), (c’,c). These cases can be handled in a similar way.) 
By Lemma 3,Z(G,) c 2. We have 
lim q(t)*y = ylirn+ cp(t + cp-l(y)) = j$i+ cp((t - x) + x + cp-‘(y)). 
y+a+ 
If y-t a+ then cp-i(y)+ c- and x + cp-‘(y)-‘x + a+. Since 
x+a$Z and V!~EG x+aECont(t-x+_). 
Hence 
V!t~G[y-+a+ =3 (t-xx)+x+cp-‘(y)+t-x+x+n=tfa]. 
Since tl ! t E G t + a $ Z, i.e., t + a E Cont(cp), 
V!t E G lim q,(tj*y = cp(t + a) = &q-*(t)) + q-‘(a)) = cp(t)*a. 
y-n+ 
Similarly 
k’!t~G lim cp(t)*y = cp(t)*a, 
,‘--‘II_ 
so V ! t E G a is a continuity point of q(t) *_. Hence a 4 Z(G,). 
Subcase Ib: a E (0, 1 }, say a = 0. Define /?, b’ as before and q by 
i 
a + (0 - a)(x - b)/(b’ - b) for x E (b,b’), 
q(x) = b i- (b’ - b)(x - a)/( p - a) for x E (a, p), 
X otherwise. 
(If (b, b’) = (a,/?) delete the second line of the definition.) 
By Lemma 3, Z(G,) 5 Z, and by an argument similar to that in Subcase la, 
Q $ Z(G,). 
Case Ii: OEG\Z, l~Zu(\Gj. Define a=minZ. Then lim,,,,_ x+y~G and 
so lim,,,_x+y=x+b~Zu(O,lf and, by Lemma 4, FEZ. Say 
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lim p+a_ x + y = x + h+ and there is a c such that, say, lim,,,, x + y = x + b-. By 
Lemma 1, c E 2 u (\G). Let /I = min (z E 2 1 z > u). (Sucn a fi exists, because in the 
other case (uf = Z and so a = b and x + _ is continuous at a, which contradicts our 
assumption that Z E Disc(x + _ ).) 
Put C’ = min (z E Z’ 1 z > c] and define 
for x = a, 
for x = b, 
q(x) = a + (/? - a)(x - c)/(c’ - c) for x E (c, c’), 
+ (c’ - c) (x - a)/( p - a) for x E (a, fi), 
otherwise. 
By a similar argument o that in Case I, V ! t E G a E Cont(cp(t) *_), and so c1$Z(G,). 
Case III: (0, l> c G\Z. Put M = max Z, m = min Z. As in Case II, we have, 
say, 
lim x+y=x+b-$Z, lim x + y = x + h’ $ Z, h,b’ E Z. 
4’-‘,n- y-M+ 
Subcase IIIa: b # b’. Then 3 c 5 G lim,,, + x + y = x + b’ and cf f M’. Thus 
we can construct q simiiarly as in Case II and we get nl 4 Z(G,). 
Subcase IIIb: b = b’. If m = M then Z = {ml and b = m so x + - is continuous at 
m, which contradicts our assumption. Hence 172 # M and #Z 2 2. 
Suppose #Z = 2. W.: have 
lim x+y=x+c$Z, 
r+lll+ 
iim x+y=x+c’$Z, 
g+M -
and so by Lemma 4, c,c’ E Z and c # b # c’. Hence c = c’, which contradicts Lemma 5. 
Thus #Z23. 
Chose a E (m, M) n Z. There are d # b E Z and p *, q * E Z different from m- and 
M+ such that 
lim x + y = x + d- 4 Z, 
Y-P* 
lim x+y=x+d’$Z. 
y-9 k 
Say lim x + y = x + d-, lim,,,- x + y = x + d+. Put 
Y-P+ 
X=max(zEZIz<aj, fi=min(zf5ZIz >a> 
p’=max(zEZlz<p}, q’= min{zEZIz >q). 
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By Lemma 5, intervals ( p’, pj and (q,q’j are different. Define 
1 
CY + (2 -- r) (x - p’)i(p - p’j for x E ( p’, p), 
a+(P-4(~-M2’-d for -=(q4’), 
p’ + (p - p’)(x - cw),/(a - cf) for Y E (~,a), if not yet 
q(x) = 4 + (4 - 4’)(x - a)/(P - 4 for x E(%B), 1 defined 
I 
d for x = a. 
a for x = d, 
.x otherwise. 
By Lemmz 3, Z(G,) s Z, and by a similar argument as before, a E Cont(q(t) *-) 
V!~EG, and so a$Z(G+). Cl 
Lemma 7. G = [0, l] is impossibie. 
Proof. Suppore G = [0, l]. By Lemma 6, we may assume Z(G) = 8. By Lemma 1, 
lim y+a x + y = x + a for all x, a E G. Take a E (0, l), such that 1 - a E (0,l). We have 
lim ,,__ (1 - a) + y = l- and lim,,,,, (1 -u)+y= l~~,sothereareu<uandw>u 
such tha.t 1 - a + u = I - a + w, which is impossible. q 
Lemma 8. Zf’G = (0,l) and Z(G) = 8 then addition is continuous. 
Proof. By Lemma 1, hm,,, + x + y = x + a or hm,,, * x + y 4 G. Suppose, say, 
lim )‘-+a- x + y = 1- for some x,u E G. Then lim,,r_ -x+y=u and 
V!teG hm,,,,_~+y=lim,,,_(t+x)-x+y=t+x+u, since V! tEG 
a E Cont(i + x + _). On the other hand, V! t E G iimy,,+a t + y = t + x + a, which 
contradicts injectivity of t + _. cl 
Lemma 9. Let q be a deJnuble continuous bijective map of [0, 1) onto S’ and suppose 
Z(G) = 8. Then addition in G, is continuous. 
Proof. If a, hm y+o+ x+y4{O,l},then 
vf~)iyvfaj cpb! * dyj = lim q(x + .v) = cpix + a) = q(x) * q(a). 
Y-0 
Since, for a E (0, l), lim,,, + x + y = x + a or 4 G, 
limx+y~{0,1)iffx+u=Oand~~~+x+y~{O,1). 
y-Cl-- 
Hence, in this case, 
(1) 
,oc,!,i-Mfa, cpW*cp(~) = iimcp(x + y) = do) = 4G-x +u) = cp(x)*cp(~). 
Y-a 
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If lim,,, _ x+y=u+ E(O,I) then lim,,,, -x+y= I-, and so -x+a=O. 
Then lim,,, , _ q(x + y) = q(a) = cp(x + 0). 
If lim,, 1 _ x+y~(O,l)then,by(l),O-x$(O,l),andsoO-x =O,i.e.,xisthe 
neutral element. Hence lim,,i - cp(x + y) = q(O) = q(x + 0). 
If lim,,,, x+y= lthenlim,,,,_ - x + y = 0, which we proved % impossible, so 
for all x E G, lim,,,,,+ x + y = x + 0 and lim,,,O+ q(x + y) = q(x + 0). 
Therefore, 
= cp(x + 0) = q(x) * q(0). 0 
Now suppose that R = R. 
Lemma 10. If G, G, are as in Lemma 9 then there exist a uniquely divisible abelian 
group (If& 0) (not necessarily de$nahle) with no proper subgroups being intervals and 
with group operation @ continuous, and a group homomorphism @ : (R @ ) --+ (G,, *) 
which is a topological covering. 
ProoE By rotating S’ if necessary, we may assume that 0 is the neutral element in G. If 
xEGthenx=y+yforsomeyEG,andsox+_ =(y+_)o(y+_).Hencex+_ is 
increasing on intervals of continuity. If x # 0 then the only discontinuity point of 
x + _ is - x, limz_,_X_ x + z = 1, and limz4_X+ x + z = 0. Define, for a,b E R, 
a@ b = 1 
Cal + + Cbl + + ((4 + (b)) if {b) < D(a), 
[a] + + [b] + + 1 + + ({a} + (b}) if (b} 2 D(a), 
whe1.e [aj is the ma?rimal integer I a, (a> = a - [a], 
&a) = 1 -(a} if a$& 1 if aEZ, 
and + + denotes the standard addition of real numbers. 
To show that @ is commutative it suffices to prove that 
Vaa,bE(O,l) b< -a cs o< -b. 
Suppose that b < - a and a 2 - b. Then 
a + - is increasing on (0, - a) 3 b, and a + (0, - C) = (L-Z, 1), 
b+- isincreasingon[-b,l)3qandb+[-b,l)=[O,b). 
We have 
I?\ 
IL) 
(3) 
a < a + b, by (2), so a + b c a + b + b, by (3) a + b c b, by (3) hence a < b, so 
b + b < b, by (3), and a + b + b -C a + b, by (2). 
Thus we get a contradiction, so (R, 0) is abelian. 
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Suppose a E(R, @ ) and na = 0. Then na = n[a] + + k + + ((~71 + ... + (u)) (n 
times), 0 I k I n - 1, so [a] = 0 and I?{cJ~. = G in G. The equation nx = 0 has exactly 
n solutions in G, by [S]. Since na = 0 in (IR, @), a has to have order v in G and - a has 
to be the greatest among the solutions of the equation 11x = 0. Hence such a exists and 
is unique. This proves uniqueness of division in (R, 0). 
If u E [0, n) then there are exactly n solutions of the equation ftx = (u} in G, and 
each of those solutions multiplied by n in (R. 0) is different, belongs to [0, n), and has 
the fractional part equal to (u}. Hence the equation nx = a has a solution in (KY, 0). 
Now, if a E (R, 0) then u/n = [a/n] + + (a - - n[u/n])/n. 
It is easy to see, that a @_ is continuous, (W, 0) has no proper subgroups being 
intervals, and 
CJ;;!&@)~U--+ q((u;)~G, 
is a homomorphism and topological covering. 0 
Lemma 11. !f(R, 0) is a uniquely divisible ubeliun group with 0 continuous and with 
no proper subgroups being intervals, then there exists a continuous isomorphism 
4:(R+)-+(RO). 
Proof. We may assume that 0 is the neutral element of (R, @j. Put &I) = x > 0, and 
4(q) = qx for q E Q. 
Since (R, 0) is divisible, a @_ is increasing for all a E R. Hence if x > 0 then qx > 0 
iffq>O,andsopx<qxiffp<q. 
Let E = inf(qx j q E Q, q > 01. Then F 2 0. Fix 0 I U,M’ I E, q > 0. Then u < (q/2)x, 
w < (q/2)x, so (q/2)x @ u < (q/2)x @ (q/2)x and u 0 w < II @ (q/2)x. Hence 
u @ w < qx, and so u @ w E CO,&]. If u _< E then 0~ 2 OE (where @a denotes 
the inverse of a in (iR,@).) Therefore [&,E] is a subgroup of (R, O), and so 
& = 0. 
ForuERput 
m(a) = sup{qxIqEQ, q < a>, M(u)=inf{qx(q~Q,q>u}. 
We have m(u) < M(u). 
Suppose m(u) < M(u). Then for some E > 0 and u E W m(u) < u < u 0 E < M(u), 
andifq>OthcnuOqx>pxOqx=(p+q)xVp<u,andsouOqx>q’xforsome 
q’ > a, hence M @ qx > M(u) > u @ E, thus qx > E > 0 V q > 0, which is impossible. 
Therefore m(u) = M(u) for all a E R. 
Define &a) = m(u) for a E R. Then 4 : (IR, + )+ (FL 0) is a continuous monomor- 
phism. Since 4(R) is a subgroup and an interval, 4 is an isomorphism. 0 
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